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WCRB 
WCRB – 99.5 Lowell, MA 

W242AA – 96.3 Beacon Hill, MA 
WJMF – 88.7 Smithfield, RI 

WGBH – 89.7 HD-2 Boston, MA 
WCAI – 90.1 HD-2 Woods Hole / Martha’s Vineyard, MA 

Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 
April 1 – June 30, 2018 

 
 
Public Safety 
WCRB provides comprehensive weather forecasts along with information about all special 
weather-related watches, warnings, and advisories that affect listeners in the region. Delayed 
school openings, school closures, and notices about weather-related event cancellations and 
venue changes are also included in this information. (In drive time, forecasts are given 
approximately four times per hour, with each report being about 30 seconds in length.) The 
station also provides serious traffic and transit alerts when the situation is of great significance 
to the listening audience. 
 
News 
Each Monday morning, airing at 2:00am and running for one hour, WCRB airs a program 
produced by WGBH News called Under the Radar, an in-depth look at some of the week’s 
stories that may have gone unnoticed in the news cycle. Local experts join as panelists with 
host Callie Crossley of WGBH News. The topics covered and the guests interviewed for the 
shows are included in the following partial list of issues. 
 

News Stories of Community Interest 
 

Education/Youth/Schools 
May 14: Regional reporters Arnie Arnesen, Philip Eil, and Paul Pronovost discuss New 
Hampshire’s revival of a controversial school voucher bill that offers scholarships for students 
to attend private school or homeschooling. (5 minutes) 
 
June 18: E.J. Graff, Janson Wu, and Mason Dunn join for an LGBTQ roundtable, focusing on 
some Massachusetts schools that are trying a new history curriculum that explores themes 
about gender and sexual minorities. (5 minutes) 
 

Public Safety/Crime 
May 21: Philip Deloria, from Harvard University’s History Department, offers a look into modern 
issues within the Native American population through the lens of history. News about Native 
Americans is at the center of many local and national conversations, including incidents of 
missing and murdered women and girls. (5 minutes) 
 

Government 
April 23: Desiree Linden became the first woman in over thirty years to win the Boston 
Marathon. Her Hispanic heritage inspires an Under the Radar roundtable to give the latest on a 
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variety of Latinx current events, including the efficacy of Spanish-language political ads. (9 
minutes) 

 
May 21: The state primary is on September 4, and William Galvin is looking to continue into his 
25th year as Massachusetts Secretary of State. A group discusses challengers Anthony Amore 
and Josh Zakim, and how they compare to Galvin. (5 minutes) 
 

Medical/Health 
April 16: A state subsidy for the anti-overdose drug Narcan has run out. A roundtable discusses 
how the price increase will affect towns in the Commonwealth grappling with the opioid 
epidemic. (6 minutes) 
 
June 4: Julio Ricardo Varela and Maria Cramer join for a Latinx News Roundtable, focusing on a 
study from the Centers for Disease Control which found an alarming rise of overdoses in the 
Latinx community. (4 minutes) 
 

Employment/Unemployment/Poverty 
April 30: Massachusetts is one of the most prosperous states in the country, yet one in ten 
residents is either hungry or doesn’t know where their next meal is coming from. As Project 
Bread celebrates fifty years of its Walk for Hunger, Erin McAleer, President of Project Bread, 
and Julie LaFontaine, Executive Director of The Open Door, examine the state of hunger and 
food insecurity in the region. (7 minutes) 
 

Environment/Ecology 
April 16: A roundtable discusses Boston politicians’ measures to plant more trees in the city. 
With urban development growing rapidly, many plants have been removed, and individuals are 
looking to do something about it. (5 minutes) 

 
June 25: Anne Barry Jolles created the Grace Trail six years ago as a way to cope with a myriad 
of emotional struggles. Thousands have created Grace Trails around the globe, and Jolles’s local 
trail has gained much attention in magazine publications. The Trail allows people around the 
world to find hope through environmental/nature leisure and inspiration. (9 minutes) 
 

Economy/Business 
June 4: A Latinx roundtable discusses a new app called Interpreters Tap, which allows 
interpreter services in real time, allowing Spanish speakers more ease of accessibility to 
commerce. (5 minutes) 
 

Family/Morality/Religion 
April 16: With Boston’s Company One Theater’s spring performances of Tarrell Alvin 
McCraney’s play “Wig Out!” – centered around drag culture – a regional roundtable talks about 
a variety of current events within the culture’s population. (5 minutes) 
 
May 14: Whether working full-time or choosing to stay at home, modern mothers are pushing 
aside societal expectations and reframing their roles. In celebration of Mothers’ Day, 
motherhood bloggers Alexandra Elizabeth and Leslie Pearlson offer their insights. (8 minutes) 
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May 28: Regional reporters Jennifer Smith, Beth Treffeisen, and Akilah Johnson talk about 
immigration issues, particularly how immigrant parents are worried about being deported, and 
how they’re planning for whether to leave their children behind. (7 minutes) 
 
June 18: In celebration of Fathers’ Day, Philippe Morgese, Donald Gadson Jr., and John 
Badalament look into multiple studies confirming that a father’s positive involvement in their 
daughters’ lives is as critical to their emotional development as involvement with their sons’ 
lives. (6 minutes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This listing is illustrative of programs aired on WCRB and is not intended to be an exhaustive 
listing of programs responsive to issues of relevance to the community. 


